List for Donations

1. Haylie is a junior handler from sask. Showing dogs is her passion. She has helped so many at
shows and is always so kind to everybody.
On June 12, 2021 a contrast MRI revealed an inoperable golf ball size tumour engulfing most
of Haylie's brain stem with a cyst around it. They have never seen this exact thing in Canada
before. She has amassed a cross-Canada wide team with all the top specialists working so
hard for her. At this time, we do not know what the future holds, if or what treatment
options may be available or their success rates, only what can’t be done sadly.
Haylie has since been diagnosed with DIPG which is a fatal brain cancer and was given six
months to live. She has completed radiation and was coming to terms with how much life
had changed for her.
Doctors in Toronto and the United States then began to question the diagnosis that was
given to her by Saskatoon. They felt she had something even more rare. Something that less
than ten people in the world have been diagnosed with. She is now currently undergoing
chemo for the new diagnosis in the hope that these doctors are correct.
Haylie has continued school and is taking University level pre-calculus and is maintaining an
A average in her classes despite everything that she is going through. Showing dogs is a
passion and something that she grew up in, and while the last show that she was capable to
physically show in was in May, she still has hopes and dreams of one day returning to the
ring. Haylie will be turning 17 on January 15th.
Since the diagnosis, her mother has quit working to care for Haylie. A friend of the family set
up a fundraiser for her. Anyone who wants to see what they’ve been up to, find “Give ‘em
Hell Haylie” on Facebook.

Although not a “registered charity”, I feel like this cause could use some serious
consideration.
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3. NOTE THIS IS US, but health research does benefit all of us
What about a donation to the canine health foundation earmarked for
Havanese health research. They do a lot of research and have
educational podcasts for breeders on their research findings.
https://www.akcchf.org/

4.

Fur-ever able dog rescue
https://fureverable.wordpress.com/

5. Here's another one to consider, one that helps educate the public on purebred dogs and
supports breeders. It's a Canadian initiative, too!
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